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Digital broadcasting employs the MPEG-2
video coding scheme for its TV video
compression scheme. For the present digital

satellite broadcasting services whose transmission
bit rate is about 20 Mbps, the data must be
compressed to approximately 1/50th of its original
size.   

Digital terrestrial broadcasting started on
December 1, and it will require more data
compression than digital satellite broadcasting uses.
Unfortunately, applying the existing compression
method to digital terrestrial broadcasts produces
noticeable picture quality degradation in the form of
block noise, etc. For this reason, STRL has developed a high-
compression coding technology for MPEG-2 HDTV, which
has the same picture quality as in current digital satellite
services even though it has a higher compression ratio.

In the MPEG-2 video coding scheme, the majority of the
coding space is occupied by motion information (motion
vector) and pixel information (DCT* coefficient). When the
conventional method produces highly compressed signals, a
major portion of the coding space is occupied by motion
information, resulting in an inadequate amount of pixel
information being included for transmission. 

The MPEG-2 video coding scheme provides for a variety
of coding processing schemes that code signals in picture
units or small block units. These schemes can be selected as
options in the video encoder.

We wanted to ensure that the coding processing schemes
for individual images would be selectable ones within the
standard and be compatible with current digital HDTV
receivers. To this end, the new MPEG-2 HDTV high-
compression coding incorporates the following
enhancements.
(1) The previous fixed picture unit for coding is now

selectable: either the frame unit (1/30th of a second) or
the field unit (1/60th of a second) is chosen according to
the motion in the image.

(2) The choice of coding processing scheme was previously
determined based only on motion accuracy. The choice
now looks to minimize the coding of motion information

while maintaining motion accuracy.
Incorporation of this technology has meant that a picture

quality level that had conventionally been obtained at about
22 Mbps is now attainable at approximately 15 Mbps (Figure
1). An especially noticeable picture quality improvement can
be seen in the fast-moving camerawork of sports programs
and in images with flashing lights (Figure 2). 

We intend to apply this technology to the broadcasting
encoder.

* DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform): 

a type of orthogonal transformation.

High Compression Coding Technology for HDTV

- Delivering high-picture-quality broadcasts at a low bit rate -

Ijoined NHK in 1995 and have been with
NHK Science & Technical Research
Laboratories since 1997.
I have been studying video source

coding for digital broadcasting and have
developed efficient coding methods.

My recent research interests include higher compression
coding and quality improvement of coded pictures.

The coding technology I am studying enables
transmission of higher quality HDTV in digital broadcasting.

Masaaki Kurozumi,
Multimedia Services
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Figure 1: Coding amount allotment comparison

Figure 2: Example of fast-moving camerawork HDTV image coded at 15 Mbps

(a) New method (b) Conventional method
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STRL has been conducting research on a high-
quality speech synthesis system to improve
computer-generated voices, giving them a

more natural sound. This synthesis system is
intended for the following applications.   

Automatic audio broadcasts that automatically
vocalize a script, such as for radio news or
announcements.
Automatic readout of data broadcasting for
drivers and persons with visual impairments. 
Automatic TV program productions (in TVML: TV
program Making Language) in which voices are
combined with CG images.
This new high-quality speech synthesis system

realizes natural sounding speech through the use of
a massive speech database. The speech database includes a
large number of "sound flow" candidates that are considered
for a target sentence. Out of these candidates, the system
selects the combination with the smoothest sound flow of
words and phrases that compose a complete sentence. 

The current speech database consists of approximately
28,000 sentences (86 hours of recordings of NHK announcer
Miyuki Morita reading in the actual NHK news programs).

This synthesis system has the following features.
The synthesized speeches retains Ms Morita's vocal
characteristics; her voice personality and naturalness are
preserved. 
Frequently used expressions (e.g. "And, the closing stock
average of major stocks at the Tokyo Stock Market is...")
can be used in their entirety, without voice waveform
connections. 

An evaluation experiment to
compare the same sentences
showed that for 77% of the
sentences, the new system's speech
was more natural than speech
produced by the conventional
method, which makes sentences by
combining vowel and consonant
sounds.

The future research agenda is as
follows:

Control of speech rate,
intonation and accent using
features extracted from natural
speech (in the speech database)
whose content is similar to the
target sentence. 

Find a method of constructing
new speech databases efficiently to
synthesize speech that could have
other vocal personalities.  

Construction of a real-time
speech synthesis system that is
compliant with live broadcast
program applications.

High-quality Speech Synthesis System

- Towards synthesized speech indistinguishable from the human speech -

Ijoined NHK in 1996 and have been with
NHK Science and Technical Research
Laboratories since 1998. I have studied

speech recognition and speech synthesis. My
recent research interests include very high

quality speech synthesis for broadcasting services. This
research's aim is to provide a means of reading out textual
information in data broadcasts, which would be of use to
visually impaired people and for mobile receivers, and to
contribute to automatic sound broadcasts or even to
automatic TV broadcasts which use computer-graphic
animations generated by a script.

Hiroyuki Segi, 
Human Science
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ibaraki kara mi to ga otsutaeshimasu

ibaraki ka ra mi to ga otsutaeshimasu

Dictionary

(Mito reports from Ibaraki)

"ibaraki kara mito ga otsutaeshimasu"

"ibaraki," "kara," "mi," "to," 
"ga," "otsutaeshimasu"

Researcher


